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Data Volley

Data Volley is the most
used and widespread
software tool to gather and
analyze statistical data
during volleyball matches.



Data Volley is keyboard based



The statistics coding system

• prefix necessary for opponent team code only a

• shirt number of the player performing the hitnn

• skill (Serve, Reception, Attack, Block)S

• EvaluationE

• Home team final code nnSE

• Opponent team final code annSE



Example

a01S+ 12R- 10A# a07B=

opponent team 

number of the player

Serve

Evaluation

number of the player

number of the player

opponent team 

Evaluation

Evaluation

Evaluation

Reception Attack

Block

number of the player



Complex coding system

a01S+ 12R- 10A# a07B=

a1S.12- 10.7=

a1S.12R- 10A.7B=

A (Attack)

Default skill Default value

+



The evaluation symbol

Evaluation Symbol

Double Plus hash # Perfect

Positive + Good

Slash /

Negative - Negative

Double minus = Error



Reception



Reception



Serve / Reception

Serve Reception
# =
+ -

/ /

- + #

=

Evaluation of the Serve totally depends on the evaluation of Reception

Reception is evaluated “=“ when:

A player performs a wrong hit

A player does not receive (ball on
floor)

The team looses the ball on the
2nd hit

Reception is evaluated “/” when:

Ball goes directly in the opposite
court and an opponent player
kills (attack or block)



Serve / Reception

Serve Reception
# =
+ -

/ /

- + #

=

Evaluation of the Serve totally depends on the evaluation of Reception

Serve is evaluated “+“ when:

The opponent reception ends 3 
or more meters from the net, 
the setter is not able to play a 
quick set

The opponent reception ends 1-2
meters from the net, the team is
not able to attack with a
combination



Reception

Mistake: a pass is considered a mistake in two cases

If the ball isn’t touched by 
any receiving player or it is 
touched by a receiving 
player and it goes out of 
bounds or any other player 
isn’t able to save it

in the first case the code is =
so if the serve is performed 
by the home player no. 10 
and the ball hits the court in 
the area close to opponent 
player no. 7 (even if the 
player didn’t touch the serve) 
or he missed the pass, you 
have to codify 10S.7=

if the reception goes into the
opponent side and it is killed
directly and successfully by an
opponent player (code /)

in the second case the right code is /
in fact if the pass, after the serve,
goes into the opponent field and it is
killed directly by the opponents.
Example: if the home player no. 10
serves and the ball after the reception
of the opponent player no. 7 goes into
the home team field and it is killed
directly by the home player no. 4, you
have to codify 10S.7/ 4#



Reception

TYPICAL RECEPTION ERROR



Reception

ERROR ON 2nd HIT



Reception

BETWEEN PLAYERS



Reception

NO TOUCH



Reception

AFTER NET CONTACT



Reception

RECEPTION “/”



Reception

RECEPTION – (it is not /)



Attack

Attack is evaluated “#“ when: 

It’s a killing spike The opponent team looses the ball in 
dig on the 2nd hit

Evaluation Symbol

Double Plus # Point

Positive 
Negative + - Continue

Slash /
Blocked Attack
(Rally end with 

the block)

Double Minus = Error



Attack

Winning Attack



Attack

Winning Attack with Dig attempt



Attack

Winning Attack after Dig 2nd Touch



Attack

Winning Attack Off the Block



Attack

When a player is spiking
and an opponent player
on block touches the net

if it’s a killing 
spike

the evaluation 
remains “#”

if it is not a 
killing spike

the evaluation of 
the attack will be 

“+”

the Block “=“
code (annB=)
for the opponent 
must be entered



Attack+; Block=

Block Net Violation, then it is coded as nA+ and nB=



Attack - Setter

A hit directed in the opponent court performed by the setter must 
be coded as an Attack



Block

Evaluation Symbol

Double Plus # kill

Double Minus = Net Touch

Block is evaluated “#“ when:

It’s a killing Block (one player 
only, you have to decide 
between the two players)

The opponent team looses the 
ball in defense on the 2nd hit



Block

Winning Block after Dig 1 Touch



Block

Winning Block after Dig 2nd Touch



Accidental Errors

It’s mine, it’s yours



Data Volley



Data Volley - Notes



Data Volley - Rosters



Data Volley – Line Ups



Data Volley– Scouting

Modify 
Codes



Data Volley– Substitutions



Scouting training

Serve :  ICELAND

ICELAND 6 3 8 4 11 7 (10)

LUXEMBOURG  4 8 6 15 14 5 (2)

LINE UP:



Scouting training

6S-.a4R+ a15A.8B#   Point ISL 1:0
6S= Point LUX  1:1

a8S-.3R# 8A# Point ISL 2:1
3S-.15R# a15A+ 11A#.6B=     Point ISL 3:1
3S= Point LUX 3:2

a6S+.11R- 3A- a5A+ 8E= Point LUX 3:3

a6S-.11R# 8A.14B+ 11A- a4A# Point LUX 3:4
a6S-.11R# 4A#.15B= Point ISL 4:4



Scouting training

8S.2# a15# Point LUX 4:5
a15= Point ISL 5:5
4= Point LUX 5:6

a14.3+ 4.4B= Point ISL 6:7
11= Point LUX 6:8

a14.11+ 4= Point LUX 5:7





Takk fyrir


